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Abstract

Top-down induction of decison trees (TDIDT) is a very popu-
lar machine learning technique. Up till now, it has mainly used for
propositional learning, but seldomly for relational learning or induc-
tive logic programming. The main contribution of this paper is the
introduction of logic decision trees, which make it possible to use
TDIDT in inductive logic programming. An implementation of this
top-down induction of logic decision trees, the TILDE system, is
presented and experimentally evaluated.



Top-down Induction of Logical Decision TreesHendrik Blockeel and Luc De RaedtKatholieke Universiteit LeuvenDepartment of Computer ScienceCelestijnenlaan 200A3001 Heverleee-mail: fHendrik.Blockeel, Luc.DeRaedtg@cs.kuleuven.ac.beJanuary 21, 1997AbstractTop-down induction of decision trees (TDIDT) is a very popular machinelearning technique. Up till now, it has mainly been used for propositionallearning, but seldomly for relational learning or inductive logic programming.The main contribution of this paper is the introduction of logical decisiontrees, which make it possible to use TDIDT in inductive logic programming.An implementation of this top-down induction of logical decision trees, theTilde system, is presented and experimentally evaluated.1 IntroductionTop-down induction of decision trees [Quinlan, 1986; Quinlan, 1993a] is the bestknown and most succesful machine learning technique. It has been used to solvenumerous practical problems. It employs a divide-and-conquer strategy, and in thisit di�ers from its rule-based competitors (such as CN2 [Clark and Niblett, 1989],AQ [Michalski et al., 1986]), which are based on covering strategies (cf. [Bostr�om,1995]). Within attribute value learning (or propositional concept-learning) TDIDTis more popular than the covering approach. Yet, within �rst order approachesto concept-learning, only a few learning systems have made use of decision treetechniques ([Watanabe and Rendell, 1991; Bergadano and Giordana, 1988]), and inthe �eld of inductive logic programming, the approach has almost totally been ig-nored. With the exception of [Bostr�om, 1995] and some systems that transform ILPproblems into propositional form (e.g. LINUS [Lavra�c and D�zeroski, 1994], Indigo[Geibel and Wysotzki, 1996]) almost every ILP system uses a covering approach.The main reason why divide-and-conquer approaches are not popular withininductive logic programming, lies in the discrepancies between the clausal represen-tation employed within inductive logic programming and the structure underlyinga decision tree. Our main contribution is the introduction of a logical decision treerepresentation that corresponds to a clausal representation. Logical decision treesupgrade the attribute value representations used within classical TDIDT algorithms,and also generalize the earlier work by [Watanabe and Rendell, 1991].Given the logical decision tree representation, it is easy to design and imple-ment an algorithm for top-down induction of logical decision trees by adaptingC4.5's heuristics. This results in the Tilde system, which is the main topic of thispaper. Tilde works within the learning from interpretations paradigm introducedby [De Raedt and D�zeroski, 1994], and used in the ICL system of [De Raedt andVan Laer, 1995]. 1



Within Tilde, we also incorporated two other novelties w.r.t. inductive logicprogramming: discretization of numeric attributes (based on [Van Laer et al., 1996;Fayyad and Irani, 1993]) and dynamic lookahead facilities. We also report on anumber of encouraging experiments, in the domains of mutagenesis, �nite elementmesh design, and musk molecules.This text is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briey discuss the ILP settingthat will be used. In Section 3, we introduce the notion of a logical decision tree. InSection 4, an algorithm for the induction of logical decision trees is presented, andin Section 5, a prototype implementation of this algorithm is discussed. Section 6contains an empirical evaluation of this implementation, and �nally, in Section 7we conclude and touch upon related work.2 The Learning ProblemWe assume familiarity with the Prolog programming language (see e.g. [Bratko,1990]).We essentially use the learning from interpretations paradigm for inductive logicprogramming, introduced by [De Raedt and D�zeroski, 1994], used in ICL [De Raedtand Van Laer, 1995], and related to other inductive logic programming settings in[De Raedt, 1996].In this paradigm, each example is a Prolog knowledge base (i.e. a set of def-inite clauses), encoding the speci�c properties of the example. Furthermore, eachexample is classi�ed into one of a �nite set of possible classes. One may also specifybackground knowledge B in the form of a Prolog knowledge base.More formally, the problem speci�cation is :Given� a set of classes C� a set of classi�ed examples E,� a background theory BFind: a hypothesis H (a set of de�nite clauses in Prolog), such that :� for all e 2 E H ^ e ^ B j= c, and H ^ e ^ B 6j= c0 where c is the class of theexample e and c0 2 C � fcg.Example 1 (Running example)Imagine the following situation: an engineer has to check a set of machines.A machine consists of several parts that may be worn and in need of replacement.Some of these can be replaced by the engineer, others only by the manufacturer of themachine. If a machine contains worn parts that cannot be replaced by the engineer,it has to be sent back to the manufacturer.Given the following set of examples (where each example corresponds to onemachine):Example 1class(keep)worn(gear)worn(chain) Example 2class(sendback)worn(engine)worn(chain) Example 3class(sendback)worn(control unit) Example 4class(keep)worn(chain)and the following background knowledge: 2



Background knowledgereplaceable(gear)replaceable(chain)not replaceable(engine)not replaceable(control unit)a valid hypothesis, written in clausal logic, is:class(send back) worn(X); not replaceable(X)Due to the restrictions on the hypothesis H imposed by using logical decisiontrees, this notion of coverage is essentially the same as that known under the labellearning from interpretations1.3 Logical Decision TreesDe�nition 3.1 A binary decision tree (BDT) can be de�ned as follows:� k , with k some class, is a BDT; it is also called a leaf. We will use thenotation T:class to denote the class indicated by a leaf T .� if L and R are BDTs, and C is a test that can have two outcomes, thenT = C�HL R is a BDT. It is also called an internal node. L and R are calledthe left and right subtrees of T . We will also use the notation T:test, T:leftand T:right to refer to the components C, L and R respectively.De�nition 3.2 A logical decision tree (LDT) is a binary decision tree that ful�lsthe following constraints:� every test is a (�rst-order logic) conjunction of literals� a variable that is introduced in some node (this means it does not occur inhigher nodes) can not occur in its right subtreeWhy the second requirement is necessary, follows from the logical meaning of anLDT, which will be speci�ed further. In short, it corresponds to the fact that newlyintroduced variables are quanti�ed within the conjunction, and the right subtree isrelevant when this conjunction fails; now if the conjunction fails (\there is no suchX") it does not make sense to speak of this X further down the tree.Classifying an example using a logical decision tree can be done as shown inAlgorithm 1. As an example e is a Prolog database, a test corresponds to checkingwhether a query Q succeeds in e ^B.Example 2 Recall the hypothesis that was stated in Example 1: a machine has tobe sent back to the manufacturer if it contains worn parts that can't be replaced bythe engineer; otherwise it can be kept in place.The above rule can be represented by a logical decision tree in the following way:worn(X)��� PPPnot replaceable(X) keep�� HHsendback keep1The interpretation corresponding to the each example e is then the minimal Herbrand modelof B ^ e. 3



procedure classify(E):C := trueN := rootwhile N is not a leaf doif E j= C ^N:testthenC := C ^N:testN := N:leftelseN := N:rightreturn N.classFigure 1: Classi�cation of an example using an LDTIn order to formalize the notion of a logical decision tree, we will now de�ne amapping between logical decision trees and logic programs. After this mapping hasbeen established, we will also show how a Prolog program that is equivalent to theLDT can be found.A logic program can be derived from a logical decision tree in the following way.First, with each node in the tree, we will associate two things:1. a de�nite clause, de�ning a nullary predicate; in each node a di�erent predicateis de�ned2. a Horn query; this query can make use of the predicates de�ned in nodeshigher in the treeThe idea behind this association of queries with nodes, is the following: whenthe tree is used to classify an example, the example will be sorted down the tree.When during this sorting process some speci�c node is encountered, this impliesthat the associated query succeeds for the example. The converse also holds: ifthe query succeeds for the example, then this node will be encountered at sometime during the classi�cation process. The de�nite Horn clauses de�ne inventedpredicates that are needed to express the queries.All this implies that running the query associated with a leaf is equivalent tosorting the example down the tree and checking whether it is sorted into this leaf.Therefore, the tree can be transformed into a logic program that consists of clauses,each containing a class-indicating literal in the head, and in the body a queryassociated with some leaf of the tree.Algorithm 2 illustrates the process of associating clauses and queries to nodes.It proceeds in the following manner:� With the top node T , the clause c0  T:test and the empty query  areassociated.� For every internal node N with associated clause ci  P and associatedquery  Q, the query  P is associated with its left subtree. The query Q;not(ci) is associated with the right subtree.� With each internal node N with associated query  Q, the clause ci  Q;N:test is associated; i is a number unique for this node.Finally, for each leaf with associated query  Q, the clause class(k)  Q is addedto the logic program (with k the class indicated by the leaf).4



procedure associate(N ):if N is not a leaf thenassign a unique predicate ci to this node( Q) := query(N )assert ci  Q;N:testquery(N:left) :=  Q;N:testquery(N:right) :=  Q;not(ci)associate(N:left)associate(N:right)elsek := N:classQ := query(N )assert class(k)  Qprocedure deriveLogicProgram(T ):query(T) :=  associate(T ) Figure 2: Mapping LDT's onto logic programsIt may seem strange that with the right subtree of N , the algorithm associatesthe query  Q;not(ci) instead of  Q;not(N:test), as might be expected. Thereason for this is that the queries of the left and right subtree should be comple-mentary: for each example sorted down to this node (i.e.  Q succeeds for theexample), exactly one of both queries should succeed. Now, it is clear that if  Qsucceeds, exactly one of  Q; ci (which is equivalent to  ci, as ci is a strictlystronger condition than Q) and  Q;not(ci) must succeed. This is not the case,however, with  Q;N:test and  Q;not(N:test), when N:test shares variableswith Q. The former clause succeeds if there exists a substitution such that Q andN:test are true, and the complementary clause should state that there is no suchsubstitution. The latter clause however, succeeds if there exists a substitution suchthat Q is true and N:test is false. This is not the same, when Q and N:test havevariables in common. An illustration of this will be given in the next example.Example 3 Figure 3 shows the queries and clauses associated with each node ofthe tree built in the previous example.This example also illustrates the fact that the query associated to the right subtreeof a node ought to contain the negation of the predicate associated with that node,and not just the negation of the added literal. There is a di�erence between worn(X); not(not replaceable(X))and c1  worn(X); not replaceable(X) worn(X); not(c1)because of the fact that the �rst query succeeds if there is a worn part in the machinethat is replaceable (not not replaceable), while the second query succeeds if there areworn parts, but all of the worn parts are replaceable (there are no worn parts thatare not replaceable).This di�erence also introduces an asymmetry in the test which does not occurin the propositional case: adding a literal, and adding the negation of the literal,5



worn(X)  c0  worn(X)���� QQQ worn(X)c1  worn(X); not replaceable(X)not replaceable(X) keep��� @@@sendback keep worn(X); not replaceable(X)  worn(X); not(c1) not(c0)c0  worn(X)c1  worn(X); not replaceable(X)class(sendback)  worn(X); not replaceable(X)class(keep)  worn(X); not(c1)class(keep)  not(c0)Figure 3: Clauses and queries associated with nodes of a tree, and the logic programderived from the treeis not the same. This means that it may be interesting to allow negated literals inqueries. In our example, it is indeed not possible to represent the same theory inan LDT (or in a logic program for that matter) if only the predicate replaceable,and not its negation, were available.The logic program shown in Figure 3 can be executed in Prolog. However, itis possible to derive a simpler and more e�cient Prolog program using the cutoperator. By adding a cut at the end of each clause, the negated ci-literals in theprogram become superuous. The use of cuts reects the fact that the choice ofsubtree with which to continue is deterministic: if an example has been sorted to theleft subtree of some node, there is no need to check afterwards whether it can alsobe sorted to the right subtree: the complementary nature of the subtrees guaranteesthat it cannot.Example 4 The following Prolog program is equivalent to the logic program inFigure 3.class(sendback) :- worn(X), not_replaceable(X), !.class(keep) :- worn(X), !.class(keep).This can, of course, be simpli�ed a bit: as the second and third clause predict thesame class, the second clause is superuous.A drawback of the use of cuts, is that the order in which the clauses appear isimportant. The clauses must occur in the same order of the leaves with which theyare associated. This also implies that, if clauses for only one class are needed, it isnot possible to remove the clauses that predict another class.4 An Algorithm for the Induction of Logical De-cision TreesIn this section, we present an algorithm for top-down induction of logical decisiontrees. Recall that the input to the learning algorithm consists of a set of labelledexamples E , background knowledge B, and a language L stating which kind of testsare allowed in the decision tree. 6



procedure buildtree(T, E , Q):if E is homogeneous enoughthenK := most frequent class(E)T := leaf(K)elseQb := best element of �(Q), according to some heuristicT.test := C0 where Qb = Q;C0E1 := fE 2 EjE [ B j= QbgE2 := fE 2 EjE [ B 6j= Qbgbuildtree(T.left, E1, Q0)buildtree(T.right, E2, Q)Figure 4: Algorithm for logical decision tree inductionOur algorithm employs the basic TDIDT algorithm. Most of its heuristics havebeen implemented exactly as in C4.5 (the gainratio heuristic, the post-pruningalgorithm, . . . ). The only point where our algorithm di�ers is in the computationof the tests to be placed in a node. To this aim, it employs a classical re�nementoperator under �-subsumption. A clause c1 �-subsumes another clause c2 if andonly if there is a substitution � such that c1� � c2. A re�nement operator under�-subsumption is an operator � mapping clauses onto sets of clauses, such that forany clause c and 8c0 2 �(c), c �-subsumes c0. The operator could, for instance, addliterals to the clause, or unify several variables in it.For our decision tree induction algorithm, we will use a re�nement operator thatadds one or more literals to a clause. When a node N is to be re�ned, the set of allthe conjunctions that can possibly be put in that node is computed asfCj( Q;C) 2 �( Q)gwhere Q is the query associated with the node, as de�ned by Algorithm 2.Declarations de�ning the re�nement operator � are an input parameter of thealgorithm. Since � determines the language bias, a separate language bias speci�-cation is not needed. When we refer to the language bias speci�cation, we meanthe de�nition of �.The algorithm shown in Figure 4 builds a logical decision tree T for a set ofexamples E. The query associated with a node is passed as the third argument ofthe procedure. The background knowledge B is assumed to be available implicitly.5 A Practical Implementation: TildeAlgorithm 4 has been implemented in a system called Tilde (Top-down Inductionof Logical DEcision trees). In this section, we discuss the heuritics and the languagede�nition formalism that have been chosen, and also a number of other practicalaspects.5.1 The Heuristic FunctionThe implementation of Tilde is strongly based on C4.5 [Quinlan, 1993a], one of themost successful systems for learning decision trees in the attribute value context.This is, among other things, reected in the heuristic value assigned to tests. As in7



C4.5, the gain ratio of a test is used to evaluate it. Suppose that on the basis of aclause C, a set of examples E is partitioned into those where the clause succeeds(E1) and those where it doesn't (E2). The gain of the clause is the di�erencebetween the entropy of E and the weighted average of the entropies of E1 and E2.The splitting information of the clause is the maximal gain that any clause withthe same success ratio (number of examples for which it succeeds, divided by thetotal number of examples) could achieve. This will be larger for clauses that splitthe examples more evenly.The gain ratio is then de�ned as gain divided by splitting information. Quinlan[Quinlan, 1993a] mentions that this ratio is a better criterion for the usefulness of aclause than gain itself, because some tests inherently stand a good chance of leadingto high gain, without really being relevant. Quinlan notes that this is especiallythe case when the test can have more than two outcomes, but even when only twooutcomes are possible (which is the case in our implementation, a clause can onlysucceed or fail), gainratio usually chooses better tests than gain ([Quinlan, 1993a],p. 24).As in C4.5, tests with a smaller gain than the average gain of all the tests con-sidered, have been �ltered out; this is done because the gain ratio criterion becomesunstable for clauses with very low splitting information (a small denominator in thecomputation of the heuristic can lead to accidentally very large heuristic values).Although our current implementation allows the user to choose between gainand gainratio as a heuristic, some experimentation with Tilde has shown the sametrends that were mentioned by Quinlan: gainratio usually performs better thangain. For this reason, the experiments shown in Section 6 have all been performedwith the gainratio criterion used as heuristic.5.2 Post-Pruning of TreesA second feature of our implementation that has been copied from C4.5, is itsability to post-prune trees. It is possible that a complex tree, although scoring ahigher accuracy on the training data, performs less accurately on a test set than amore simple tree, due to over�tting. Joining two leaves of a tree into one can inthis respect be pro�table. Because this cannot be reected in the accuracy on thetraining data (which most probably decreases), Quinlan proposes to estimate theerror rate that a tree can be expected to score on a test set. This estimation isbased on a statistical reasoning that \should be taken with a large grain of salt"(Quinlan, p. 41) 2, but seems to work in practice.Tilde uses the same error estimate to prune the induced trees afterwards. Italways returns both the unpruned and pruned versions of the trees, so that a com-parison can be made.5.3 The Stopping CriterionAt this moment, Tilde uses very conservative stopping criteria. Splitting of exam-ple sets will stop if the set has become too small to split it up any more (the minimalnumber of cases that a leaf should contain can be speci�ed by the user). This isin correspondence with C4.5's stopping criterion. More precisely, a signi�cancetest (checking whether the test that is added is signi�cantly better than a randomtest) is (as yet) not included. While this gives rise to over�tting, the post-pruningmechanism compensates for this.2There is an implicit assumption that incorrectly classi�ed examples are some sort of \rareevents" that occur randomly in a set of examples, with small frequency; it is this frequency thatis estimated. 8



5.4 The Language Speci�cationAs we have already mentioned, the speci�cation of the re�nement operator and ofthe language bias coincide. In Tilde, this speci�cation basically consists of theconjunctions that can be put in the nodes of the tree. Modes and types of thevariables in the conjunction are added to this, as well as the maximal number ofoccurrences of the conjunction that is allowed in one clause. Three di�erent modesare allowed: in (+) means that the variable must be uni�ed with an existing variable,in or out (�) means that it can but need not be uni�ed with an existing variable,and out (no preceding symbol) means that it is a new variable. Types can (butneed not) be speci�ed separately, and guarantee that the derived logic program willbe type-conform.Example 5 The speci�cationrmode(8:(p(+X,-Y, Z),q(Z))tells Tilde that the conjunction p(X;Y; Z); q(Z) can occur maximally 8 times inthe associated query of a node, and speci�es possible uni�cations of the variables ofp with other variables in the query. A node with associated query a(A); b(B;C):can then be re�ned in the following ways: a literal p can be added with �rst argumentA, B or C, second argument A,B,C or a new variable Y , the third argument Z,and the literal q is simultaneously added with argument Z. This yields 12 possiblere�nements.If there are type speci�cations, e.g.type(p(name, int, real)).type(a(name)).type(b(int,real)).type(q(real)).then only the following two queries are re�nements: a(A); b(B;C); p(A;B;Z); q(Z) a(A); b(B;C); p(A; Y; Z); q(Z)Dynamic Re�nementDynamic re�nement is a generalization of the generation of constants that manyILP systems provide. Muggleton's Prolog system [Muggleton, 1995], for instance,allows the user to specify that a constant, and not a variable, should be put in acertain position in a literal. The system will itself determine meaningful constantsand generate clauses with these constants �lled in.Tilde's dynamic re�nement is inspired by the so-called \call handling" proce-dure implemented in the Claudien system [De Raedt and Dehaspe, 1996; Muggle-ton and Page, 1994]. When some literal is to be added to a clause, but it will onlybe clear at the time of re�nement exactly what the literal will look like, then it ispossible for the user to leave some parts blank and specify that some predicate hasto be called at the time of re�nement to determine the missing information.Tilde's way of specifying how literals can be generated dynamically is as follows:#(E �M �X : hgenerating calli; hconjunctioni)(the '#' notation stems from the Progol system, where it is used to specify that aconstant is required at that position). X is a variable or list of variables that occurs9



in both generating call and conjunction. Given a context consisting of the currentset of examples and the query that is being re�ned, generating call instantiates Xin such a way that it makes sense to add conjunction to the clause. After that, theliteral is added. The numbers E and M specify the maximal number of examplesin which generating call is called and the maximal number of instances of X it isallowed to return per example.For instance, when a literal should be introduced comparing someone's age withsome age limit, instead of specifying manually which literals can be added (e.g.+A < 7, +A < 16, +A < 18, . . .| the + denoting that A must be bound) onecould use the following construct:#(10*1*L:find_suitable_age_limit(L), +A < L)The �nd suitable age limit ought to instantiate L with a suitable number, e.g. 16,and the literals that will be added to the clause are X < 16 with X some variablethat already occurs in the clause. In this example, only a constant is generated;the predicate itself (<) is known in advance. In principle, the whole literal couldbe generated.It is possible that the constant generator succeeds multiple times, generatingmultiple values for L; in that case, each value gives rise to a new set of literals. Thisway, it is possible to simulate the behaviour of many ILP systems. FOIL [Quinlan,1993b], for instance, will determine constants based on the values that e�ectivelyoccur in the data for that literal. For the comparison of ages, the constant occurringin the test is always an age that occurs in the data. This can easily be simulatedin the following way:#(1000*1*L:age(L), +A < L)As a person has only one age, the age predicate is determinate; therefore it isnormal to let it return one instantiation per example. If a generating call makes useof background knowledge only (i.e. is independent of the example), the �rst numberwould be 1. Other numbers are allowed but it is clear that in these cases this willnot change the outcome.Dynamic re�nement is also useful for handling numerical data. Since the rulesfor generating the literal that is to be added can be speci�ed completely by theuser, any computation can be done. For instance, the following speci�cation#(1*1*(A,B): (regression(p(X), q(Y), A, B), +U > A*(+V)+B)would cause Tilde to perform regression from Y to X, where the variables X andY are generated by p and q (assuming the regression predicate is implemented thatway). The regression line would then be used to check whether U is above or belowthe value predicted using V , supposing U and V are bound variables. (Of course,this is only meaningful if U and V are of the right type.)In this example, the regression is performed each time the corresponding test isconsidered. It is also possible to perform regression beforehand, store the results,and simply retrieve them during the tree induction. Since full Prolog is available tothe user for implementing the literal generation rules, almost everything is possible.It may seem that this mechanism is a bit too powerful for number handling, inthe sense that many things are possible that are not needed, and the user needs todo some programming in order to use it. In practice, however, a few Prolog rulesoften su�ce to specify what is wanted; more complex programs are only neededfor rather exotic tests. Our �rst impressions are that dynamic re�nement providesa convenient and expressive way to adapt Tilde's re�nement operator to speci�cnumerical domains. 10



5.5 LookaheadAn important challenge for ILP systems using greedy algorithms, is the fact that, incontrast with the attribute value setting, it is possible that a conjunction may needto be added even if it does not provide any gain. The conjunction may introduceextra variables into the clause that are relevant for classi�cation. This implies thatthe gain ratio heuristic may not work very well for conjunctions introducing newvariables. The problem has been acknowledged a long time ago, and greedy ILPsystems sometimes have some method for alleviating it. The FOIL system [Quinlan,1993b], for instance, handles determinate literals (which cannot result in gain butintroduce new, possibly interesting variables) by adding them automatically to theclause.The Tilde system does not detect itself whether lookahead is interesting forcertain literals, but o�ers the user a way to specify this. Facts of the formlookahead(hconj1i; hconj2i)can be added to the language speci�cation in order to tell the system that whenevera conjunction matching the template conj1 is added, it should immediately try theaddition of (all instants of) conj2 to the test as well. For instance, the factsrmode(1: neighbour(+X1, -X2)).lookahead(neighbour(X, Y), circuit(Y)).specify that the neighbour literal can be added with a bound variable as �rst ar-gument, and a bound or free variable as second argument; and that after addingneighbour Tilde should also try to test whether the new variable has the circuitproperty. If this test turns out to be the best one in the given situation, the con-junction of the two literals, as a whole, is the test that will be added to the tree.It is still possible that only the �rst literal is added, if the second literal o�ers noadvantage over it.The lookahead could be unbounded if the same literal occurs to the left and tothe right in the lookahead speci�cation. Tilde does not prohibit this, but uses anextra parameter max lookahead that limits the depth to which lookahead can beperformed. For instance, in the context of the Mutagenesis dataset (discussed inSection 6):max_lookahead(5)....lookahead(bond(A1, A2, B), #(1*10*E:element(E), atom(A2, E, _, _))).lookahead(bond(A1, A2, B12), bond(A2, A3, B23))....rmode(10:bond(+A1, -A2, B)).would cause Tilde to add tests such as (with A a bound variable and the othervariables free):bond(A, B, C).bond(A, B, C), atom(B, cl, _, _).bond(A, B, C), bond(B, D, E), atom(D, n, _, _)....In other words, Tilde does not only inspect existing atoms but also atoms \near"existing atoms in the molecule (near meaning that they are connected by only a fewbonds). Of course, in cases such as this one, too much lookahead leads to excessivecomputational costs; therefore lookahead should be used with caution, and avoidedwhenever possible. 11



Whether lookahead is preferable for some literal, seems to depend largely on thesemantics of the literal. Although some guidelines allowing the system to decidefor itself would come in handy, it is hard to specify general guidelines that alwayswork. Therefore, Tilde leaves it up to the user to decide where lookahead isneeded. The user often has a clear idea of this; e.g. in the neighbour-examplegiven above, which was taken from the Mesh dataset, it is clear that most (if notall) edges have neighbours, so neighbour itself will never lead to any gain; butchecking a neighbouring edge for a certain property seems much more interesting.It should also be noted that the neighbour predicate is not determinate; given its�rst argument, it will succeed for several second arguments.5.6 The Re�nement OperatorWe now give a precise de�nition of the re�nement operator � that Tilde uses, interms of the language speci�cation. This means we have to take into account thermode, type and lookahead speci�cations. We �rst de�ne an auxiliary operator �0as follows:�0( Q) = f Q;C� j rmode(n : C)^C has been used less than n times to form Q^(Q;C�) is mode-conform and type-conformg�0 takes into account all speci�cations except lookahead. De�ning an operator� as follows:�(S) = f Q;C0; Cj( Q;C0) 2 S ^ 9� : lookahead(C 0�; C)gwe have �(C) = N[i=1�i(�0(C))where N is the maximum number of lookahead steps allowed (may be in�nity).5.7 DiscretizationThe motivation for discretizing numeric data is twofold and based on the �ndingsin attribute value learning. On the one hand, there is an e�ciency concern. On theother hand, by discretizing the data, one may sometimes obtain higher accuracyrates.Current procedures in ILP to handle numbers, such as those by FOIL, and thoseemployed by the older versions of CLAUDIEN, are quite expensive. The reason isthat for each candidate clause, all values for a given numeric variable have to begenerated and considered in tests. In large databases, the number of such values canbe huge, resulting in a high branching factor in the search. Furthermore, in theseapproaches, discretization is done at runtime, i.e. it is repeated for every candidateclause. If one clause is a re�nement of another one, a lot of redundant work maybe done.What Tilde does is to generate beforehand (i.e. before the actual learningstarts) some interesting thresholds to test upon. This makes that thresholds arecomputed only once (instead of once for each candidate clause considered), andsecondly, that the number of interesting thresholds (to be considered when re�ningclauses) is kept to a minimum, yielding a smaller branching factor. This has alsoyielded positive results in attribute value learning, cf. [Catlett, 1991].In our approach to discretization, the user has to identify the relevant queriesand the variables for which the values are to be discretized using a template of theform : 12



to be discretized(Query, Varlist).The resulting numeric attributes (indicated by Varlist) are then discretized using asimple modi�cation of Fayyad and Irani's method.The details of the Fayyad and Irani's method can be found in [Fayyad and Irani,1993] and [Dougherty et al., 1995]. The only di�erences we apply are :� due to the fact that one example may have multiple values for a numericattribute, we use sum of weights instead of numbers of examples in the ap-propriate places of Fayyad and Irani's formulae (i.e. when we count the realvalues that are less than a threshold, we sum their weights | in the attributevalue case all values have weight 1 as each example has only one value for oneattribute). The sum of the weights of all values for one numeric attribute orquery in one example always equals one.� the stopping criterion of Fayyad and Irani's discretization method is verystrict, in the sense that the method generates very few subintervals. Whenapplying this criterion in TILDE, almost no subintervals would be generated.Therefore, TILDE's discretization method takes as a parameter the desirednumber of thresholds to be generated.6 Experimental EvaluationWe have performed experiments with the Tilde system on a broad range of prob-lems.6.1 Mutagenesis DatasetThe Mutagenesis data are a frequently used ILP benchmark. The aim is to discrim-inate mutagenic molecules from non-mutagenic ones, by looking at their molecularstructure (i.e. the atoms and bonds of which it consists).[Srinivasan et al., 1995] introduces four levels of background knowledge that canbe used with these data. Most experiments that have been done on the Mutagenesisdataset use one of these. We briey describe the four backgrounds. Note thatB1 � B2 � B3 � B4.� B1: the atoms that are present in the molecule are given, as well as the bondsbetween them; the type of each bond is given (single, double, . . . ) as wellas the element and type of each atom (for one element, several types may bedistinguished)� B2: as B1, but tests on continuous attributes (atom charge) are allowed� B3: as B2, but 2 attributes describing the molecule as a whole have beenadded, of which experts know they are relevant� B4: as B3, with explicit knowledge about complex structures (benzene ringsetc.) added6.1.1 Comparison With Other Systems[Srinivasan et al., 1995] compares the accuracies and complexities of the inducedtheories for the ILP systems FOIL and Progol, as well as the time consumed by theinduction process.We have performed experiments on all four levels of background knowledge.Table 1 compares Tilde's results with those of Progol and other systems that have13



AccuraciesProgol FOIL Indigo TildeB1 76 % 61 % 75 %B2 81 % 61 % 86 % 79 %B3 83 % 83 % 85 %B4 88 % 82 % 86 %TimesProgol FOIL Indigo TildeB1 117039 s 4950 s 93 sB2 64256 s 9138 s �900 s 355 sB3 41788 s 0.5 s 221 sB4 40570 s 0.5 s 651 sTheory complexityProgol FOIL TildeB1 24.3 24 8.3 (8.8)B2 11.2 49 10.2B3 11.1 54 8.3B4 9.9 46 11.0 (19.9)Table 1: Accuracies, times and complexities of theories found by Progol, FOIL andTildebeen tested on the Mutagenesis data. Figures for Progol and FOIL have been takenfrom [Srinivasan et al., 1995], those for Indigo from [Geibel and Wysotzki, 1996].We conclude that Tilde's results are at a par with Progol's, as far as accuracyis concerned. The one result given for Indigo suggests, however, that it is possibleto do better. Time complexity for Tilde is much better than Progol's; comparedto FOIL it is sometimes better, sometimes worse.Theory complexities are hard to compare because of the di�erent format of thetheory. For Tilde, the average number of nodes of the induced trees is given; forProgol and FOIL, it is the number of literals. Problems when comparing theseresults are that nodes can contain more than one literal (for some cases the numberof literals in the tree has been added between parentheses), and that Tilde learnsone theory for both classes at the same time. Transforming the tree into a Prologprogram and then counting only the rules for one class might yield a better wayof comparing the theories, but the Prolog representation of a logical decision treeis inherently more complex, as many literals are duplicated, so it seems that thiscomparison would be unfair as well. One might as well transform the Prolog pro-gram returned by FOIL or Progol into an LDT and compare the complexity of theLDT representations, which would favour Tilde.In the light of these problems and the results in table 1, it seems reasonable tosay that Tilde performs better than FOIL (the di�erence is quite large here), butin relation to Progol it probably performs slightly worse. An interesting conclusionthat can be drawn from these experiments is that, although several authors (e.g.[Bostr�om, 1995], [Watanabe and Rendell, 1991]) have mentioned the fact that rulebased systems return on the average a more compact theory than decision treeinduction systems, the actual induction method that is used probably has moreinuence on this than the representation itself. Progol performs an exhaustivesearch, while FOIL and Tilde do not; this may well have a larger impact on thetheory complexity than the fact that it is rule-based.14



No lookahead LookaheadBackground accuracy (%) time (s) accuracy (%) time (s)Background 1 73.5 51 74.5 93Background 2 78.3 271 79.4 355Background 3 85.1 183 84.6 221Background 4 84.0 104 86.1 651Table 2: Comparison of Tilde's performance with and without lookahead, for theMutagenesis dataset6.1.2 The Impact of Using LookaheadWe have also investigated the use of lookahead, which in this case seems particularlyuseful when bonds are added. The bonds themselves seldomly cause any signi�cantgain, but they provide links to atoms that may. The following table compares theresults with/without allowing lookahead on bond-literals. A lookahead of at mostone literal was allowed; i.e. when an atom occurs in the tree, Tilde can test itsimmediate neighbours, but no atoms that are further removed. It is in principlepossible to extend this further, but one neighbouring atom should be enough tomake the use of bonds possible.Table 2 suggests that lookahead may o�er a slight advantage, but the resultsare not at all convincing.6.2 Mesh DatasetThe Mesh dataset, since its introduction in ILP by [Dol�sak and Muggleton, 1992],has been used several times as a benchmark to compare ILP systems. In manyengineering applications, objects are described using �nite element meshes. Theresolution of such a mesh depends on the shape of the object and of neighbouringobjects. The learning task is to �nd a relationship between the shape of an objectand the resolution of its mesh. More speci�cally, for each edge of the object thenumber of parts the edge is divided in should be predicted. Because this numberdepends not only on the edge itself, but also on neighbouring edges, the learningtask is a typical ILP task.Table 3 compares Tilde's performance on this dataset with several state-of-the-art systems. FOIL [Quinlan, 1993b] is a general-purpose ILP system. FFOIL[Quinlan, 1996] is a variant of it that can only learn functional de�nitions, but isvery good at that. FORS [Karali�c, 1995] is also specialized for learning functionalde�nitions. Indigo [Geibel and Wysotzki, 1996] uses the transformational approachto ILP: it �rst transforms the learning data into a propositional representation.Then, a propositional decision tree induction system is used for the actual inductionprocess. Figures for this table were copied from [Quinlan, 1996] (FOIL, FFOIL,FORS) and [Geibel and Wysotzki, 1996] (Indigo).6.3 Musk DatasetThe musk dataset was studied by Dietterich et al. [Dietterich et al., 1996], whodonated it to the UCI repository [Merz and Murphy, 1996]. Dietterich used thesedata to study the so-called multiple instance problem: an example corresponds tomultiple feature vectors, and is to be classi�ed as positive if at least one of its featurevectors has certain properties. In the speci�c case of the musk dataset, examplesare molecules which can have di�erent conformations. The molecules are to beclassi�ed into musk and non-musk molecules.15



Tilde FOIL Indigo 1 Indigo 2 FFOIL FORSA 22 16 21 21 21 22B 9 9 9 14 15 12C 7 8 9 9 11 8D 16 10 41 18 22 16E 45 16 27 33 54 29Total 99 59 107 95 123 87% 36 21 38 34 44 31Table 3: Comparison of Tilde's performance with other systems for the MeshdatasetAlthough the musk activity of a molecule can be measured, and di�erent possibleconformations of the molecule can be computed, it is not known which of theseconformations causes the musk activity. It is su�cient for a molecule to have onemusk conformation, in order for the molecule to be musk. So, if a molecule is amusk, it is only known that at least one of its conformations must be musk; it isnot known which ones.The multiple instance problem poses problems for propositional learners suchas C4.5 or neural networks. There is a feature vector for each conformation, butthe class of each conformation (musk / non-musk) is not known. Dietterich etal. [Dietterich et al., 1996] developed a number of algorithms that explicitly dealwith the multiple instance problem, thereby practically solving the problem forthose cases where the theory can be represented as a set of axis-parallel rectangles(APR's).Inductive logic programming systems do not su�er from the multiple instanceproblem. The use of quanti�ed variables in predicate logic makes it possible to haverules such as \if there is an X with the following properties: . . . , then the exampleis positive". In the musk problem, X would simply be a conformation. For thisreason, we expect Tilde (or any ILP system) to have no serious problems with theMusk dataset.The Musk data are divided into 2 datasets: one small dataset (Musk1, whereonly the most important conformations are given for each molecule) and a largeone (Musk2, all conformations given for each molecule). All feature vectors have166 attributes (not counting the class attribute and tuple identi�ers), which we willrefer to as Ai, i = 1::166. The large data set consists of four megabytes of data; itslogical representation in Tilde is about 25 megabytes. According to ILP standards,this is a very large database.6.3.1 Results for the Musk1 DatasetOn the Musk1 dataset, we have tried out several language biases.� L1: features of several conformations of a molecule can be tested� L2: all the tests in a tree are about a single conformation of the example;L2 � L1.� L3: as L2, but tests are used that check whether a value belongs to a certaininterval, instead of simple inequality testsL1 is the most simple language bias, in the sense that it gives the system theleast information about the form of the theory that can be found. It allows rulessuch as 16



if there is a conformation X for which A129 < �179, and there is a conformationY for which A6 < �178, then the molecule is non-muskX and Y need not be the same conformation, which seems a bit counterintuitive,as the musk activity of a molecule can usually be traced back to one conformation.The second language bias demands that the rule tests only one conformation, e.g.if there is a conformation X for which A129 < �179 and A6 < �178, then themolecule is non-muskL3, �nally, makes use of intervals instead of inequality tests; e.g.if there is a conformation X for which A129 62 [�1;�179], A6 2 [�178; 73],A68 62 [26;1] and A7 2 [17;1] then the molecule is non-muskThe constants used as boundaries have been found using Tilde's built-in dis-cretization procedure. Discretization has been performed separately for each of the166 attributes. The number of bounds that the discretization procedure shouldreturn, is a parameter of the system; it was set to 1, 2, 3 or 5 in our experiments.The number of intervals is always the number of bounds + 1. The �gures shownbelow have been obtained with a tenfold cross-validation. (When using 1 bound,L2 = L3; therefore the test with L3 has been skipped).1 bound 2 bounds 3 bounds 5 boundsL1 79.3 % 85.9 % 83.7 % 83.7 %L2 77.3 % 85.9 % 87.0 % 82.6 %L3 (77.3 %) 86.9 % 81.7 % 79.7 %The following table, taken from [Dietterich et al., 1996], allows to compareTilde's performance with that of other algorithms. The algorithms marked withan asterisk are those that have been adapted speci�cally for the multiple-instanceproblem. Algorithm % correct*iterated-discrim APR 92.4*GFS elim-kde APR 91.3GFS elim-count APR 90.2GFS all-positive APR 83.7all-positive APR 80.4backpropagation 75.0C4.5 (pruned) 68.5An interesting result is that the use of L1 resulted in theories that are approx-imately as good as those found with L2, but are not part of it. More precisely,the algorithm could be expected to automatically �nd rules where most or all ofthe tests are about one conformation. Instead, it found other rules, which seemto perform equally well though. The di�erence between using inequality tests andusing intervals is also small. This suggests that even with a rather inappropriatebias, reasonably good results can be obtained.In the following table, the algorithms are partitioned along two dimensions:appropriateness of bias and ability to cope with the multiple instance problem. Foreach class of algorithms, the best result on the Musk1 dataset is shown.no mult. inst. mult. inst.no appr. bias 75.0 87.0appr. bias 90.2 92.417



These results lend further support to Dietterich's claim that the worse per-formance of C4.5 and backpropagation networks, compared to APR's, can be at-tributed to both the inability of the former to cope with the multiple instanceproblem, and the fact that these systems search less actively for an APR represen-tation. It seems that the multiple instance problem accounts for a large part of thedi�erence. This becomes even more clear if we compare Tilde to C4.5, the systemthat it resembles most; there is a di�erence of about 20% in accuracy.Although using an appropriate bias also increases predictive accuracy a lot (com-pare non-multiple instance APR-algorithms with neural nets), this is not reectedin the experiments with Tilde. A possible explanation for the fact that changingthe language bias in Tilde makes little di�erence, is that even when only APR-based theories can be found, Tilde's search heuristics are not optimized for thisspeci�c kind of theories, nor is the discretization algorithm it uses. Changing thelanguage bias is not only a matter of syntax, but also of search strategy, and thisaspect is ignored in Tilde's language bias speci�cation.6.3.2 Results for the Musk2 DatasetFinally, we have run two experiments on the Musk2 dataset. This set contains muchmore irrelevant information (more conformations per molecule), making the problema bit harder. The test was run once with language bias L2, using 3 discretizationbounds per attribute, and a second time with bias L3, using 2 bounds per attribute(which de�nes 3 intervals, i.e. 3 possible tests per attribute, as in the �rst test).The following table compares Tilde's results with those mentioned in [Diet-terich et al., 1996]. Algorithm % correctiterated-discrim APR 89.2GFS elim-kde APR 80.4Tilde (L3) 79.4Tilde (L2) 77.5GFS elim-count APR 75.5all-positive APR 72.6backpropagation 67.7GFS all-positive APR 66.7C4.5 (pruned) 58.8It shows that also for this \more di�cult" dataset, where the multiple instanceproblem is more prominent, Tilde's results are comparable with those of the APR-algorithms; only Dietterich's iterated-discrimination algorithm clearly outperformsthe others.7 Conclusions and Related WorkAlthough the divide-and-conquer paradigm has been largely ignored in the �eld ofILP, it seems that in many cases it o�ers a number of advantages over the coveringparadigm. In an attempt to �ll this gap, we have introduced and formalized thenotion of logical decision trees. An algorithm was presented for top-down inductionof logical decision trees, as well as a practical implementation of this algorithm thattakes advantage of the current state of the art in both propositional and relationlearning.Experiments were performed with this learning system, showing that logical de-cision trees have good potential for �nding simple theories that have high predictiveaccuracy, and this for a broad range of problems. Moreover, they can be induced18
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